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285 entertaining and enlightening questions to reaffirm and discover what it is you 
believe about life and the world around you. This book is divided into seven sections, 
exploring the different facets of belief such as; life, love, politics and religion. Insightful 
questions to return to when you are looking to rebuild your foundation of self or at 
various milestones in life. With space to write your answers it is book you will come 
back to again and again.  

Similar Books: The Book of Questions (Gregory Stock), If... (Evelyn McFarlane) The 
             Complete Book of Questions (Garry Poole) 

 

Author Info Reviews 

 
Named a “Naptown notable resident” by InTake Magazine, “A Powerful 
Woman” by the Indy Star, and one of the “most talented writers 
around today” by the Writer’s Page. Kate Chaplin is a filmmaker, 
author, and public speaker. Chaplin's projects have appeared on MTV, 
local television, in film festivals, sci-fi conventions, in print and online. 
Chaplin is the writer/director of short films such as LOSS and First They 
Came For...  The latter film went on to win the INDY Award, and the 
Gold Award in Los Angeles. Chaplin is the author of The Belief Test, The 
Celebration Diet, and the upcoming Mythic Waters young adult series. 
She teaches screenwriting and filmmaking at libraries, schools, film 
festivals and online. She is the President of the Indy Writers' Group and 
a proud mother of two beautiful girls.  

                       

Book Excerpt 

http://katechaplin.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/the-belief-test-25-
page-excerpt.pdf 

 

 
Ellen Tevault, editor & author 

"Thought Provoking" This little book is full of 
thought provoking questions. You can use it 
with friends to learn about each other or use 
it to learn more about your basic belief 
systems. You'll delve into areas that you may 
not have thought about in depth before. 

Debra Kemp, award-winning author 

"A true gem" Don't just buy one copy of Belief 
Test! You'll want to share this gem with all 
your friends. It's something I will turn to again 
and again. Some of the questions are hard-
hitting, but "To thine own self be true."  
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